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An innovative example for Service Delivery in Uganda

Workers’PAS - Validation of Non- Formal and Informal Training
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Workers’PAS - Validation of Non-Formal and Informal Training

• Funded by the European Union

• 3 years project started in 2010

• Implemented in urban areas of Kampala, Mukono, Jinja, Kamuli and Tororo.

• Objective is to develop private sector driven and innovative non formal modes of skills training and its accreditation through the Workers’PAS

• While learning is happening through informal and on the job channels, the learning outcomes and qualification of the poor are often not recognized in the economy since they are not part of an accredited learning system.

• The proposed Workers’PAS provides a certification opportunity to transfer skills acquired informally into formally recognized qualification system, for that reason enhancing the link between informal and formal sector
Workers’PAS - Validation of Non- Formal and Informal Training

• The Strategy
  – to develop innovative, non formal and informal modes of technical skills training and skills upgrading
  – provide skills training in trades with market opportunities
  – cooperate closely with TPs (UGAPRIVI) and small scale industry (USSIA) in setting up the system
  – flexible training activities
  – work closely with local authorities

• Some expect results and indicators:
  – 1200 beneficiaries validate their skills and acquire Workers'PAS.
  – UGAPRIVI and 10 of its Training Providers are offering skills trainings for the informal sector which result in the issuing of the new Workers’PAS accreditation.
  – 95% of beneficiaries use Workers'PAS for job application.
  – 90% of employers involved in the project are supportive of the Workers’PAS
WorkersPAS
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